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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Reader,
As we bake under record-breaking heat waves again this
year, it is harder to ignore that climate change means that
we have to make changes. Really big changes. However
there is no clear winner amongst the alternatives to fossil
fuels. Wind, solar, nuclear fission, geothermal… each one
has disadvantages and limitations.
For this issue, I sought to understand why fusion matters.
Why should we continue to invest our physicist’s time and
our taxes into researching and realising a source of power
that will, if all goes well, start feeding into the electrical
grid sometime after 2060?
Then on July 14 my dear wife gave birth to our daughter
Anna Norma. That’s her picture there. She’s my answer to
the question “why fusion?” Sure, we do not know exactly
when we’ll solve the fusion puzzle. But for her sake, and
for the sake of all our children, we have to.
What’s your answer?
Maybe by sharing our reasons why, other people will take
notice. This might inspire others to learn about fusion.
That could increase the support for fusion. Which will
help us realise it all the sooner.
That would certainly be a good thing.

Karl Tischler
Editor of Fusion in Europe
magazine@euro-fusion.org

4		No Video too Blurry

ATTENTION new readers!
You’ll find many acronyms and terms in this
magazine that are most likely foreign to you. Fear
not! We've highlighted them and provided easyto-understand descriptions on our website:

www.euro-fusion.org/glossary

Keep up with all things EUROfusion-related
online:
@FusionInCloseUp
@fusion2050
linkedin.com/company/eurofusion/
Have a question, comment or suggestion?
We’d love to hear from you! Email us at:
magazine@euro-fusion.org
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uses for its plasma-tracking software.
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FUSION AHEAD!

While the realisation of fusion energy may be decades away, the technologies
spinning off from fusion research are already benefiting Europeans today.
Exploring yet another remarkable case is EUROfusion’s own Misha Kidambi.

NO VIDEO
TOO BLURRY
WRITTEN BY MISHA KIDAMBI
To a casual observer a blurry, noisy, low qua
lity video is meaningless. But in industry and
research such a poor quality video is frequently
the only source of invaluable data and information. The question is how to extract it. This
is where APREX Solutions’ special TRACK
software comes into the picture. It tracks and
analyses videos.

TRACKING EVERY BLURRY FRAME
Set up in 2017 by former fusion researchers
Romain Baude and Mikaël Désécures, French
start-up APREX (Analyses de PRofils EXperi
mentaux) Solutions began with an idea to
expand the use of a video tracking and analysing
algorithm initially developed for studying
fusion plasma videos.

0 1
10
1
If you have ever seen what fusion plasma videos
look like, it is easy to appreciate the challenge
of collecting data from them. Although shot by
super-efficient, top-of-the-range, fast-framing
cameras, the videos of burning plasmas are
moving images of pink haze or a black-andwhite film… mostly black with flashing lights.
“The videos of what happens inside a tokamak
during experiments have high noise levels and
poor contrast. What you see are films of events
that occur extremely quickly, in a matter of
microseconds. The strength of the TRACK
software is that researchers can extract the
data they need from such videos,” explains
Romain. “The user can customize the algorithm without needing any specialised skills
in coding for image analysis. This allows
researchers to focus on collecting and analy
sing the data rather than spending weeks or
even months adapting their own codes.”

GETTING UNDER
THE SKIN OF SKYRMIONS

Tracking skyrmions, Picture:
Aprex Solutions and the University
of San Diego

4

Researchers at the University of California
in San Diego developing next generation information-storage systems work with quasi
particles known as skyrmions – a nanosized disturbance similar to a subatomic hurricane. TRACK became an important part of
their research story. “Think of skyrmions as
perfectly-wrapped magnet ization textures,”
says researcher Jeffrey Brock. “Because of
their well-defined wrapping, they are
incredibly stable and can be moved
very efficiently using electric currents.
They have attracted a lot of attention
recently because they could be used as
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information carriers in the next-generation of
storage devices,” he explains.
So why use TRACK? “From a research pointof-view, we need to get data about skyrmions’
speed, acceleration, displacement and other
parameters. Getting all this information for
FUSION from
AHEAD! low-contrast imso many skyrmions
ages u sing existing software was simply not
possible. Our only option was to collect this
data manua lly,” says Jeffrey. “TRACK provided a way to customise and automate our data
collection process. What would have taken
weeks we can now do in one afternoon.”

QUALITY CONTROL

FUSION AHEAD!

Automation using the APREX software also
saved time and improved quality control for
an optical fibre manufacturer. “The original
way to detect defects at a micrometre scale was
entirely manual,” Romain points out. Unsurprisingly, this quality checking process was error-prone and its results were not reproducible.
The APREX software was used to study images and videos of the optical fibre production
line. It was able to correctly identify both the
number, and size of the defects consistently.
“Using TRACK we developed a completely
c ustomised and integrated system that met
their specific needs,” says Romain.
Going back to their roots, another APREX
client is more familiar to the fusion community: the COMPASS tokamak at the Institute
of Plasma Physics of the Academy of Sciences
in the Czech Republic. A team of fusion
researchers working on this device recently
published results in the journal Nuclear Fusion
that were obtained using TRACK. In fusion
experiments, researchers have to deal with a
phenomenon known as plasma turbulence.
It’s comparable to what happens when water
boils in a kettle with one important difference:
strong turbulence in a fusion device can suddenly extinguish a fusion reaction. For reliable
energy production, understanding the turbulence is crucial. Researchers successfully used

APREX’ software to identify, track and characterize turbulent structures despite their
very complex dynamics and short lifetimes of
a mere 20 microseconds on average.

THE PICTURE OF SUCCESS
Having honed their skills and software on
videos of one of the most turbulent places in
the universe, APREX sees many opportunities
ahead. “We will continue pushing the envelope of what is possible to continue working
with the fusion research community as well as
finding new uses and clients in other fields and
industries,” tells Romain.
What started as a solution for fusion research
has found multiple new applications – it’s
another fusion spin-off success story!
n

Mikaël Désécures and Romain Baude,
Picture: Jean Lamour Institute

Aprex Solutions
https://www.aprex-solutions.com/
contact@aprex-solutions.com
youtube.com/channel/
UC6U2TeM72pkpUC5veTX6mmw/featured
linkedin.com/company/aprex-solutions/

FUSION SPIN-OFFS
Learn more about fusion spin-offs and check
out the new fusion spin-offs video here:
www.euro-fusion.org/spin-offs
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Fusion’s complexity has repeatedly surprised the world’s top physicists, dashing
bold plans against the hard realities of uncooperative plasmas. Even today, fusion
power is 30 to 50 years away, meaning
that it will not be ready in time to help us
avert climate catastrophe. If this is the
case, why bother developing fusion? To
find the answer, Fusion in Europe stalked
the hallways, took to the phones and fired
off emails. We received a symphony of
answers.

WHY FUSION

We want to hear from you!
SHARE YOUR ANSWERS:
https://www.facebook.com/fusion2050/
magazine@euro-fusion.org

lace all oil,
“Im agine an energy that cou ld rep
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ducing
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millions of years!! Imagine an ene
ting nuclear
very little waste and safer than exis
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power plants. Imagine an energy sou
is the most
distributed around the world. Fusion
ld imagine.”
seduct ive form of energy you cou
Anonymous, Belgium

“Nuclear fusion has a very high power density and
can be made environmentally benign. It produces
no direct radioactivity and hence brings back the
riproblem of radioactiv ity to the choice of mate
pe
als to avoid activation. From the 60's on, Euro
g
Usin
ent.
aimed at becoming energy independ
fusion has some potential of helping to realise that

independence.”
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Anonymous, Belgium
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“For the long-term future of the planet we will need
fusion power as part of a zero carbon energy balance… It is also an exciting engineering challenge
to build, operate and maintain the fusion machines
of today. Who knows what other things we might
discover along this journey!”
Stevie Wray C.Eng.,
Electrical/Electronics Engineer,
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

g developed
“New advanced technologies are bein
s of science
that will be ver y useful in other field
tor. These byand industr y besides a fusion reac
hile.”
products alone make this effort worthw

“The future of energ y supply is far from assured,
and
the possibilit y of controlled nuclear fusion prov
ides
a spark of hope.”
“I don’t see nuclear fusion as the solution to all
our
problems, but it is a necessary supplement to
renewable energy sources.”
“I love being involved in cutting-edge science whil
e
tackling a crucial problem of humanity – the energ
y
crisis. Fusion resea rch is done in an internatio
nal,
multicultural environment where thousands of
scientists are work ing together to achieve the same
goal, sharing their ideas and scientific achieveme
nts
while overcoming cultural differences. This is
simply amazing!”
Answers from PhD Students
at the Austrian Academy of Sciences

tinuous and
“We need a sustainable, clea n, con
than ever.”
e
emissions-free source of energy mor

mental, polit“The potential technological, environ
the power of
ical and social benefits of harnessing
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the stars for our earthly application
the economic costs of the projects.”
“Nuclea r fusion offers lim itless fuel
inherent safety.”

reserves and

Answers from Fusion Students
logy (KIT),
at the Karlsruhe Institute of Techno
Germany

“Because fusion is the next huge step mankind can make. It will be the power source of
dreams that can sustain humanity for centuries or even millennia. And the best part is
that it is clean and the fuel is abundant.”
Jasper Ristkok, Student,
University of Tartu, Estonia

“We’re projecti
ng a 3- to 4-fold
rise in energy de
over the cours
mand
e of this centu
ry
,
and to power th
ergy hunger of
e enfutu re megacit
ies (1/2 tota l p
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w ind. Hence,
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research fu sion
A N D al l those
sources of ener
ot her
gy production
and storage.”
Anonymous, D
IFFER - Dutch
Institute
for Fundamen
tal Energy Res
earch, Nether
lands

“Fusion is the only possible sustainable energy source which can
cover the consumption of mankind. It does not produce either
carbon-dioxide or long lifetime
(million year) radioactivity.
It cannot produce runaway catastrophe either.”
István Földes, Physicist,
Wigner RCP, Hungary

“ B e c au s e
we w a nt
t o h ave s
mu c h e n e
o
rg y av a ila
b
le t hat we
could even
afford to u
se it to pu
CO out o
ll
2
f the air.”
Werner E
ngel,
Aerospac
e Enginee
ring
Research
er, Austria
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LOOKING INTO
THE CRYSTAL BALL

Picture: Holger Link on Unsplash

USING MODELLING
TO EXPLAIN AND PREDICT
FUSION EXPERIMENTS
8
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In June the Science and Technical
Advisory Committee (STAC) met
with the EUROfusion Programme
Management Unit to review 2018’s
progress. Representing the ITER
Physics Department was Marie-Line
May oral, Deputy Head. The highlight of her updates was the predictive simulation results for a new D-T
(Deuterium Tritium) campaign at
JET with the ITER-like wall.

Fusion in Europe spoke with
Marie-Line to learn more
about modelling and
the results that were
shared with STAC.

Fusion in Europe (FiE): How are you able to
model something as complex as plasmas?
Marie-Line Mayoral (MLM): It takes very
powerful codes which we’ve been developing
for years. Codes were initially built to explain
what happened during an experiment. With
each new experiment we learned something
new which we built into the codes. They have
evolved to the point where we can now model
expected results ahead of an experiment.

FiE: How does this help?
MLM: Modelling helps predict what we will
have to deal with. Take runaway electron
beams for example. They have a lot of energy and can make holes in the machine’s wall if
not properly contained. If the modelling predicts runaway electron beams we can mitigate
their effects and even avoid them. This helps us
avoid costly repairs and downtime.
u

9

u Modelling will become even more impor-

tant with ITER as a nuclear facility. Its plasmas
will be so powerful that predicting the plasma’s energy, the behaviour of runaway elec
trons and the power load on the wall will be
essential.
FiE: Could modelling replace the need to run
experiments someday?
MLM: It is not clear yet if it could replace
experiments but it can help to optimise experi
ments. The better a code becomes the more
confidently we can predict what will happen
to the plasma in different machines under different conditions. We are also extrapolating
data from one machine to another and most
importantly to ITER.



We develop codes to
power our modelling.
Our experiments validate
these models.
FiE: Who writes these codes?
MLM: For the most part physicists or engineers are writing codes. My boss, Xavier Litaudon, started a unit of software engineers called
the EUROfusion Theory and Advanced Simulation Coordination initiative (E-TASC). They
write and modify the codes purely to reduce
run-time, which saves a lot of money. Before
EUROfusion the labs worked independently.
By pooling resources, sharing codes and optimizing run-times, member labs can model far
more efficiently.
FiE: What progress was made in 2018?
MLM: In 2018 we used modelling to optimise
the preparation of the second D-T campaign
at JET when factoring in cost, radioactivity
and the extra safety required. This was a major decision. A lot has changed since the first
D-T campaign back in 1997 (DTE1). JET now
has enhanced heating, real-time networks and
an ITER-like wall made of beryllium with a

tungsten-clad divertor. Our diagnostics have
developed a lot since then, enabling us to capture far more data. And advances made in super-computing let us do far more with this data
than ever before. Based on the model’s predictions, we have simulated the range of fusion
powers that could be reached in 2020.
FiE: What did the modelling predict?
MLM: The modelling shows that running a
second D-T campaign (DTE2) at the upgraded
JET facility is feasible and will help us better
understand the neutrons and alpha-particles
produced. These are the key learnings we want
to add to our codes and extrapolate to ITER.
It also predicts 10 to 17 megawatts of output
power that could be sustained for up to 5 se
conds producing a record of fusion energy which is a product of power times duration. In
addition to the performance, our aim is to improve our understanding of the burning plasma with a sufficient fraction of alpha-heating.
To quote Xavier, “(with DTE2) …we are aiming
for stability rather than peak performance.
And we will be operating in ITER-like con
ditions.”
FiE: How does this support EUROfusion in
reaching its goals?
MLM: We have well-defined steps in our
roadmap towards the realisation of fusion
energy, and are currently in the step from JET
towards ITER. Accordingly, our efforts focus
on making ITER a success. Keep in mind that
ITER’s first D-T campaign is scheduled after
it completes its 10-year commissioning period
running from 2025 until 2035. Running DTE2
at JET will give us key neutron and alpha-particle data in 2020 – a full 15 years before we
could get it from ITER. Using this data, adding
it to our codes, will significantly advance the
progress made by the EUROfusion Programme
during this time. It will help us to optimise
ITER’s operation.
To learn more about D-T fusion, check out the
EUROfusion website. 
n
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DTE1 Campaign
In 1997 the DTE1 campaign using Deuterium and Tritium was undertaken at JET with a carbon
wall. DTE1 set new records for the most power and highest energy return released by a fusion
experiment (16.1 MW which was 65% of the external heating input) and the longest running
state of fusion power (4 MW for 4 seconds). It also showed the first clear evidence of alphaparticle heating of the plasma and achieved ion temperature of 40 keV.

WHY D-T FUSION?
Based on our current knowledge and technology, D-T
fusion promises to generate more gross energy – and net
electricity – than it consumes. Compared with deuteriumonly fusion reactions, D-T fuel releases 60 to 90 times
more neutrons. Additionally, these neutrons contain four
times more energy. This is why the next experimental
reactor, ITER, will run on D-T fuel in 2035 after an initial
phase in hydrogen, helium and deuterium.
The high-energy neutrons from D-T fusion are both a
blessing and a curse. They are wildcards in that their
name-giving neutral charge makes them uncontainable by
magnets. In future reactors they are needed to breed tritium
from the lithium in the blankets and to generate heat that
can be converted into electricity. While indispensable
from an energy generation perspective, the neutrons will
make the wall and blanket of the reactor radioactive. This
is the reason why JET uses the D-T mixture in only a very
limited number of experiments.

THE CASE FOR A SECOND D-T CAMPAIGN
With ITER as the next step in the European Research
Roadmap to the Realisation of Fusion Energy, EUROfusion is focussed on making it a success. The more that
can be learned about D-T fusion ahead of ITER’s planned
operational debut in 2035 the better.

11

PSI-2
LINEAR PLASMA DEVICE

Picture: Christophe Roux, CEA, France. Part of the EUROFusion Devices Photo Project.

Regular readers may recognise these
porthole glimpses of glowing purple
plasma. The device making these
steady-state plasmas is the PSI-2 linear
plasma device at the Forschungszentrum Jülich (Research Centre) located
in Germany. Here scientists study the
effects of plasma-wall interaction by
exposing different material samples
to plasma and then using laser-based
methods to analyse the effects.

FUSION IN EUROPE

OUTSIDE INSIGHTS:
ALTERNATIVE FUSION
WRITTEN BY DANIEL CLERY
14
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ITER tokamak and plant
systems, 2016
Picture: © ITER Organization,
http://www.iter.org/

ITER is the biggest game in town when it comes to fusion, the culmination of seven
decades of research by many thousands of scientists consuming billions in funding.
The scale of ITER makes sense: tokamaks have, since the 1960s, shown the greatest
promise of being able to produce a sustainable fusion reaction, and most indicators
suggest that the bigger you build a tokamak, the better it performs. That’s how we’ve
ended up with a machine 30 metres across and nearly as many tall. And at €20-billion-plus, ITER is so expensive that governments representing more than half the
world’s population have joined forces to share the cost. 	
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 Although ITER is the biggest, it’s not the
only game in town. Other approaches have
kept going at much lower levels of funding
as an insurance policy, if you will, in case tokamaks hit a roadblock on the way to energy
production. These include stellarators, which
hold plasma in a vessel shaped like a demented doughnut using crazily contorted magnets.
The Wendelstein 7-X reactor in Germany is the
latest example of this technology. Then there
is inertial confinement fusion, which aims to
crush a tiny capsule of fuel to burning point
with a burst of energy, such as that supplied by
the giant lasers of the National Ignition Facility
in California.

Today we’re in something of a golden age of
privately funded fusion. Barely a year goes by
without another startup announcing its ambitious plans. Some of these companies have
raised hundreds of millions of dollars from
internet billionaires and other wealthy philan
thropists, venture capital firms, sovereign
wealth funds, and anyone else willing to take a
gamble on revolutionising the energy industry.
Some efforts are based on entirely new fusion
schemes, others on old ideas given new life by
updated technology and materials. They all
have a long way to go to catch up with toka
maks but perhaps one of them will get lucky, so
long as their bank account holds out.
Perhaps the first fusion entrepreneurs were
US physicist Keith Brueckner and businessman Kip Siegel. In the 1960s, Brueckner independently came up with a scheme for inertial
confinement fusion using lasers and Siegel
sunk $20 million into building him a lab and
supporting his research. For a spell, in the
early 1970s, they were competing neck-andneck with inertial fusion researchers at US
national laboratories. But as problems mounted, Brueckner returned to academia in 1974
and Siegel, while speaking to a Congressional
committee in 1975 to request research funding, suffered a stroke that proved fatal.

Schematic diagram of Wendelstein 7-X, 2016
Picture: T Klinger et al 2017 Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion
59 014018 doi:10.1088/0741-3335/59/1/014018

But ever since the early days there’s been a
third stream in fusion research beyond these
publicly funded projects. These are typically
driven by an inspired individual who has come
up with a new fusion scheme that will provide a
shortcut to energy production, thereby saving
the planet – and making a tidy profit for them
and their backers. Historically, most of these
efforts have ended when they simply ran out of
money – fusion is an expensive business. But
that hasn’t stopped other budding fusioneers
having a shot themselves.

16

The most unlikely backer of fusion research
was Bob Guccione, the publisher of Penthouse
magazine. In 1980 he began supporting fusion scientist Robert Bussard, after reading an
interview in his own magazine Omni. Bussard
believed he could make tokamaks smaller and
more cheaply by using very powerful magnets
to hold the plasma in place. Bussard spent
$17 million of Guccione’s money setting up a
company that grew to a staff of 85. But when no
other backers came forward and a share issue
flopped, Guccione pulled the plug.
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The idea of a high-field tokamak did not die,
however. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology pursued this concept with its series
of Alcator reactors (Alcator is short for Alto
Campo Toro, or “high field torus”). The last
reactor, Alcator C-Mod, was closed in 2016 but
MIT spun out the company Commonwealth
Fusion Systems in 2018 to continue the work
and it has raised more than $100 million to
develop a compact tokamak called SPARC.
The company is hoping that a new formulation
of high-temperature superconductor – a tape
incorporating a layer of superconducting
yttrium barium copper oxide – will allow it to
make magnets that are small, powerful, and
cheap to run.

Engineering diagram of the
Alcator C-Mod tokamak, 2014
Picture: Alcator C-Mod engineering team

A Spherical Tokamak design
Picture: Tokamak Energy

The Massachusetts team will be running
to catch up with a small company set up a
decade ago near Oxford, UK, to develop compact f usion reactors. Tokamak Energy is also
betting on magnets made from high-temperature superconducting tapes. They plan to use
them to build a spherical tokamak, a variation
on the conventional design that is plumped up
so that it looks more like a cored apple than a
doughnut. The idea is that plasma is held more
stably when it is close to the central hole of
the torus and the spherical shape and narrow
hole maximises the time plasma spends close
to it. The company has built a 2-metre wide
spherical tokamak using conventional magnets
that achieved a temperature of 15 million degrees in 2018 and is working towards 100 million d
 egrees, the sort of temperature at which
f usion happens.
Other fusion startups are straying further
from the mainstream. Several companies
are banking on a phenomenon called a field-
reversed configuration, or FRC. They make
these using a plasma gun that shoots out a
blob of plasma shaped like a rotating smoke
ring. The charged particles in the spinning
plasma generate a magnetic field and this exerts a force which holds the plasma ring together. Discovered in the 1950s, early FRCs
only lasted a few millionths of a second. But
fusion startups are now using them to contain
plasma long enough to be heated to fusion
temperatures. 
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TAE Technologies - Norman, Picture: Tri Alpha Energy

 Tri Alpha Energy in California is trying to extend the lifetimes of FRCs. They’ve
built a series of devices culminating in “Norman” – named after the company’s founder,
the physicist Norman Rostoker who died in
2014. Norman has a 25-metre long vacuum
tube with a plasma gun at both ends. These
simultaneously fire FRCs towards the cen-

General Fusion in Canada also uses FRCs but
in a very different way. Founded by Michel
Laberge, who quit designing laser printers in
2001 to do something more worthwhile, the
company has built a plasma gun that fires an
FRC into a spherical reaction chamber. At the
same time, a large number of pneumatic pistons – as many as 400 and each the size of a
torpedo – slams down in unison onto the outer
surface of the reaction chamber. This creates
a converging shock wave that arrives at the
centre of the chamber just as the FRC does,
crushing and heating it enough to spark fusion.
The company is working on the different components and plans to put them together into
a demonstration plant sometime in the next
few years.

General Fusion - Compression System
Prototype, Picture: General Fusion
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TAE Technologies – Lasers
inside Norman, Picture:
Tri Alpha Energy

tre at a million kilometres per second where
they collide and merge, creating a super-hot,
cigar shaped FRC about as long as a small car.
Beams of neutral particles are then fired into
the FRC to stabilise and heat it. Norman can
now make FRCs that last 10,000 times longer
than in the early days and heat them to tens
of millions of degrees.
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DANIEL
CLERY

Evolution of fusion triple product, a figure of merit used
by fusion researchers, 2019 ©Daniel Brunner, Commonwealth
Fusion Systems. Used with permission

Other schemes are even more exotic. EMC2 of
California has been working for decades on a
device called a Polywell, another brainchild of
the late Robert Bussard. The Polywell uses an
arrangement of ring-shaped electromagnets to
trap electrons in the centre of the device. Once
there are enough electrons held there, the electric
charge will exert an attractive force on positive
ions around the edge of the device and accelerate
them towards the centre where, with luck, many
will collide and fuse. Another fusion maverick is
Eric Lerner whose company, Lawrenceville Plasma Physics in New Jersey, is developing a device
called a dense plasma focus. This uses intense
pulses of electric field to create filaments of plasma in a gas. These filaments twist themselves into
a tight ball called a plasmoid. Magnetic fields in
the plasmoid accelerate electrons to high speed
which, in turn, heats the plasmoid to extreme
temperatures. Plasmoids only last 10 billionths
of a second but Lerner says the process can heat
them to three billion degrees.
This is only a taster of the menagerie of f usion
startups that are out there. Although some are
making huge progress, tokamaks remain way out
in front in terms of fusion performance. Nevertheless, the new kids on the block continue to make
bold predictions of how soon they will have viable
power-producing prototypes – always a lot sooner
than ITER. So, will the power plant of the future
be a giant plasma-filled doughnut, a smaller appleshaped cousin, or something like Norman, Polywell, or plasmoids? It’s time to lay your bets.  n

Picture: Ellen
Lawrence-Clery
using deepart.io

Find Daniel
on Twitter:
@DanClery

Daniel has been writing about fusion
since 2003, when ITER existed only on
paper and its six partners (India joined
in 2005) were still arguing over where
to put it. In the course of writing more than 100 fusion-related articles for
Science magazine and other publications, he has visited 10 fusion labs in
Europe and the United States. In 2013,
Daniel published “A Piece of the Sun:
The Quest for Fusion Energy”, a lively
account of fusion’s history from the
1850s to the building of ITER.
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IMPRESSIONS
GREAT BEAUTY AT THE MICROSCALE
This edition’s Impressions features a curated selection of photographs from
photographer Tamás Szabolics, who just so happens to also work as a software
developer at the Wigner Research Centre for Physics in Hungary. “I am passionate
about digital photography because of what it makes possible: from capturing memories to sharing stories,” shares Tamás. “There is beauty all around us, often hidden
right in front of our eyes. In these photos I use my cameras and lenses to capture
fusion devices and equipment at the microscale. I hope they awaken new feelings
of wonder in you like they do in me.”

Tamás Szabolics,
Software Developer
at the Wigner Research
Centre for Physics
in Hungary
Picture: Wigner
Research Centre
for Physics
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CONSORTIUM FEATURE:

ITER GENERATION
Coming from EUROfusion’s 30 research organisations and 100+ universities, these
exceptional young people are the ITER Generation – the ones who will realise the vast
yet evasive potential of nuclear fusion electricity.

MICHAL KRESINA
Czech nature enthusiast Michal Kresina has Master’s degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of West Bohemia (CZE) and in Nuclear Energy from Centrale
Supélec (FR). Although officially a Research Engineer at CEA (the French Alternative
Energies and Atomic Energy Commission), Michal has been seconded to the Culham
Science Centre for Fusion Energy (CCFE) for the past 2.5 years as part of his EUROfusion Engineering Grant project.
Michal’s work in the detritiation of solid waste directly contributes to EUROfusion’s
Mission 5 – implementation of the intrinsic safety features of fusion.

On EUROfusion:

As a recipient of the EUROfusion Engineering Grant programme,

EUROfusion helped start my fusion career. I am currently finishing
my project focused on thermal treatment of non-combustible waste
from JET (Joint European Torus) contaminated by tritium.

SIMONA BREIDOKAITE
When she’s not contributing calculations for the first demonstration fusion power plant
DEMO, working in nuclear engineering at the Lithuanian Energy Institute, studying for
her master’s degree in applied physics at the Kaunas University of Technology, or participating in the NuMat Nuclear Materials Conference in the USA, Simona Breidokaite brings
ethnography to life by making complexly patterned traditional Lithuanian belts called “juostos”.
Cultural festival goers are always amazed when they learn that their newly purchased folk fabric
was made by a nuclear physicist!
Simona’s work calculating specific activity, dose rate and decay heat using the FISPACT-II code system contributes
to EUROfusion’s Mission 5 – implementation of the intrinsic safety features of fusion.

On Fusion
Research:

In school I already knew that I would end up working in either

biology or nuclear physics because I wanted to learn about particles
and how the universe works. For fusion research in particular,

I was amazed to learn that we were already doing the impossible
by recreating what is happening in stars here on earth!
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